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Renormalization of the elementary excitations in hole- and electron-doped cuprates
due to spin fluctuations
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Extending our previous studies we present results for the doping, momentum, frequency, and temperature
dependence of the kinklike change of the quasiparticle velocity resulting from the coupling to spin fluctuations.
In the nodal direction a kink is found in both the normal and superconducting state while in the antinodal
direction a kink occurs only belowTc due to the opening of the superconducting gap. A pronounced kink is
obtained only for hole-doped, but not for electron-doped cuprates and is characteristically different from what
is expected due to electron-phonon interaction. We further demonstrate that the kink structure is intimately
connected to the resonance peak seen in inelastic neutron scattering. Our results suggest similar effects in other
unconventional superconductors like Sr2RuO4.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elementary excitations in the cuprates are of central in
est in order to learn more about the correlations and
pairing mechanism for superconductivity. For example, it
well known that the understanding of the elementary exc
tions in conventional superconductors like lead as meas
by tunneling spectroscopy played the crucial role in acce
ing the picture of electron-phonon-mediated Coop
pairing.1–3 In the high-Tc cuprates one expects that due
the presence of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations a str
renormalization of the spectral density and the correspond
energy dispersion may occur. It was shown by seve
groups4,5 that the so-called ‘‘dip-hump’’ structure seen in tu
neling experiments6 can be explained in terms of the fee
back effect of superconductivity arising from the structure
the gap functionD(k,v). Moreover, it has been argued th
this structure reflects the effective pairing interaction a
points towards a spin-fluctuation-mediated Cooper pairi
Recent developments in angle-resolved photoemission s
troscopy~ARPES! allow us to study the elementary excit
tions directly and in much more detail. In particular, the a
isotropy of the elementary excitations close to the Fe
energy in the different parts of the Brillouin Zone~BZ! are
studied. This is important, since the coupling of the qua
particles to spin fluctuations varies at different parts of
BZ. Furthermore, the understanding of the structures see
ARPES and their doping, momentum, and temperature
pendence will help us to understand the role played by s
fluctuations in contrast to phonons regarding the format
of superconductivity in the high-Tc cuprates.

A. Theoretical background

Similar to the electron-phonon case, the coupling betw
the quasiparticles and the spin excitations should influe
characteristically the energiesvk of the hole or electron car
riers,

vk5ek1 ReS~k,v!. ~1!
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Here,ek refers to the bare energy dispersion of the quasip
ticles assuming no interaction with the spin excitations
phonons, i.e., a tight-binding energy dispersion for the Cu2
plane. In general, the self-energyS(k,v) results from the
coupling of the particles to spin excitations, see Fig. 1 for
illustration. Obviously, the self-energy is a functional of th
spin susceptibility,S5S$x%. In its simplest form, the latter
is of Ornstein-Zernicke form7 that allows for a sharp en
hancement of fluctuations near the antiferromagnetic w
vectorQ5(p,p):

x~q,v!5
xQ

11j2~q2Q!22 i
v

vs f

. ~2!

Here,xQ is the value of the static spin susceptibility at th
wave vectorQ, j is the magnetic correlation length, andvs f
is the characteristic frequency of spin fluctuations@roughly
the peak position in the imaginary part of Eq.~2!#. Due to the
fact thatx(q,v) has only structures aroundvs f and wave
vector Q, their influence on the elementary excitations
expected to be very anisotropic at different parts of the B
louin zone.

In order to illustrate the anisotropy of the elementary e
citations we show in Fig. 2 the calculated Fermi surface

FIG. 1. Illustration of the coupling between holes or electro
and spin fluctuations characterized by the susceptibilityx(q,v).
This leads to Dyson’s equationG215G0

212S describing the rela-
tion between the bare Green’s functionG0 and the renormalized
oneG(k,v). U (U eff) denotes an effective~renormalized! coupling
constant.
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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hole-doped cuprates.8 For the calculation we use the tigh
binding energy dispersion for the CuO2 plane

ek522t~coskx1cosky!14t8 coskx cosky2m. ~3!

Here, t and t8 refer to the hopping of a hole~electron! be-
tween nearest, next-nearest sites on the square lattice, am
is the chemical potential that defines the doping. In Eq.~3!
and in the following we set the lattice constant to unity. O
clearly sees that the scattering of quasiparticles by spin fl
tuations in cuprates is anisotropic. First, the antiferrom
netic wave vectorQ5(p,p) connects exactly quasiparticle
at the Fermi level close to the (p,0) points of the first Bril-
louin zone. These quasiparticles experience the stron
coupling to antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. Quasipa
cles at the diagonals of the BZ arenot connected by theQ
and thus have smaller scattering by spin fluctuations at
Fermi level. The corresponding point on the Fermi surfac
calledcold spotor nodal point. Furthermore, the quasipart
cle states at the Fermi level close to theM point in the first
BZ are usually called antinodal points. Note that the qua
particle states at cold and hot spots which are connecte
Q lie close tothe Fermi level. This will be important later fo
discussing the kink feature. Therefore we may define th
characteristic regions at the Fermi surface regarding t
sensitivity to coupling to antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation

B. Experimental findings

Let us now discuss the experimental situationclose tothe
Fermi level as measured by ARPES. The combined stud

FIG. 2. Illustration of the anisotropy of the elementary exci
tions. The solid line denotes the calculated Fermi surface for
hole-doped cuprates in the first BZ using Eq.~3!. The dashed lines
refer to the magnetic Brillouin zone that crosses the electro
Fermi surface close to the (p,0) points exactly at the ‘‘hot spots’
where the antiferromagnetic wave vectorQ5(p,p) connects two
pieces of the Fermi surface. At the (p,0) point and along the diag
onal the wave vectorQ connects quasiparticle states below t
Fermi level only. This allows us to define three characteristic
gions 1,2,3 at the Fermi level.
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energy distribution curves~EDC! and momentum distribu-
tion curves~MDC! allows the study of the quasiparticle ex
citations close and well below the Fermi level up the en
gies of 200 meV. Most importantly, recent ARPES studies
various groups10–13reveal a kink structure in the energy di
persion at energies about 60615 meV below the Fermi en
ergy and along the nodal direction (0,0)→(p,p) direction
of the first BZ. Furthermore, this kink structure appears
the normal state and almost does not change if one enter
superconducting state.

We illustrate the formation of the kink in Fig. 3 where w
show the unrenormalized tight-binding energy dispersionek
in the normal state along the route (0,0)→(p,0)→(p,p)
→(0,0) of the first BZ. Below Ef , the measured energy dis
persionvk along (0,0)→(p,p) has changed compared t
the bare tight-binding case due to the self-energy correct
as it follows from Eq.~1!. We define the kink at the inflection
point of the dashed curve where the renormalized disper
tends to approach again the bare dispersionek . Recent stud-
ies by Dessau and co-workers14 reveal no kink structure
along (p,0)→(p,p) direction in the normal state, but onl
in the superconducting state.

C. Doping and k dependence of the kink

Previously we have shown15 that from the momentum and
energy conservation one expects changes of the quasipa
velocitiesvk5]e/]k in the nodal direction forv.vs f and
k2k85q.Q. This leads to the kink in the (0,0)→(p,p)
direction that has been observed by angle-resolved ph
emission spectroscopy~ARPES!.10–13 Here, we extend our
previous analysis and discuss in more detail the doping
pendence and the anisotropy of the kink feature as a func
of (k2kF) and energyvk in the normal and superconductin
state, for different routesk2kF in the Brillouin zone: (0,0)
→(p,p), (0,0)→(0,p), and (p,0)→(p,p). Due to the
fact that the superconducting order parameter has no
along (0,0)→(p,p) and maxima for (0,0)→(0,p) one ex-
pects additional changes in the kink structure as obser
recently.16,14This should help to contrast renormalization d

-
e

ic

-

FIG. 3. Calculated bare tight-binding energy dispersion for
hole-doped cuprates in the normal state using Eq.~3!. The dashed
curve illustrates the changes due to renormalization,vk5ek

1ReS(k,v). Due to structure in ReS the energy dispersion show
a kink feature along the (0,0)→(p,p) direction in the first Bril-
louin zone.
0-2
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to spin fluctuations to what we get due to electron-phon
interaction. Furthermore, we investigate the interdepende
of the elementary excitations with the resonance peak th
observed in hole-doped cuprates by inelastic neutron sca
ing ~INS! below Tc . It follows also from Eq. ~1! and
Im S(k,v)}v2→v that the temperature dependence of
kink feature should reflect characteristically the coupling
spin fluctuations and be different from the electron-phon
coupling case.

Note that in the case of electron-doped cuprates neith
resonance peak nor a kink feature is present. We will a
show that the kink feature is not restricted to the cupra
but is also expected for other novel superconductors wh
quasiparticles couple strongly to spin excitations. A parti
larly interesting case might be Sr2RuO4 with large aniso-
tropic behavior ofxzz(q,v) and in-planex12(q,v).17,18

Generally, a strong nesting behavior of the Fermi surf
might yield pronounced kink features.

This paper is organized as follow: In Sec. II we prese
the theory, and in Sec. III we discuss our results for the k
structure, its doping and temperature dependence for h
and electron-doped cuprates. Finally, in Sec. IV we summ
rize our analysis and contrast renormalization due to s
fluctuations and phonons.

II. THEORY

A. One-band Hubbard model

The elementary excitations and the spin excitations
key quantities determining the properties of the cuprates
other superconductors with strong correlations and magn
activity. The quasiparticles, holes, or electrons, inter
strongly with spin fluctuations and also with phonons. Ho
ever, phonons and spin fluctuations differ with respect
their doping dependence and anisotropy. This is clearly d
onstrated by neutron-scattering experiments, for exam
Also the different behavior of hole- and electron-doped
prates and the feedback of superconductivity onx(q,v) is
important.

In this paper we employ an effective one-band Ham
tonian. This is justified because upon hole doping antifer
magnetism disappears due to Zhang-Rice singlet forma
and quenching of Cu spins. In this one-band picture the C
lomb interaction between the quasiparticles refers to an
fective interaction~i.e., the HubbardU) within the conduc-
tion band. Then, further doping increases the carrier mob
and a system of strongly correlated quasiparticles occurs
the overdoped case less magnetic activity is present yiel
usual Fermi liquid. We assumeU.W/2 (W5bandwidth! in-
dependent of the doping concentration.

The main physics of a single CuO2 plane is the two-
dimensional one-band Hubbard model given by

H52 (
^ i j &s

t i j ~cis
1 cj s1cj s

1 cis!1U(
i

ni↑ni↓ , ~4!

wherecis
1 creates an electron with spins on sitei, U denotes

the on-site Coulomb interaction, andt i j is the hopping inte-
gral. After diagonalization of the first term, one arrives at t
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bare tight-binding energy dispersion given by Eq.~3!. The
description of the electron- and hole-doped cuprates with
one-band approximation is possible if one takes into acco
different parameters and quasiparticle dispersion.19 Note that
in the case of electron doping the electrons occupy the c
per d band, while in the hole-doped case holes refer mai
to the oxygenp states yielding different dispersion param
eters. Furthermore, the energy dispersions for optim
hole-doped La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO! and electron-doped
Nd22xCexCuO4 ~NCCO! behave differently around (p,0)
point. While in the case of LSCO the flat band~leading to the
van Hove singularity in the density of states! lies close to the
Fermi level, in NCCO the flat band is approximately 30
meV below the Fermi level. Then, usingt5250 meV and
t850.1t, one describes the hole-doped LSCO dispersi
whereast5138 meV andt850.3t are needed for the de
scription of the electron-doped NCCO compound fitting e
lier photoemission data. These parameters, including an
termediate couplingU54t, will be used for our calculations
of various physical quantities in the normal and superc
ducting state of electron- and hole-doped cuprates.20

B. Generalized Eliashberg equations

In this one-band model, we assume that thesameelec-
trons ~holes! are participating in the formation of antiferro
magnetic fluctuations and in Cooper pairing due to the
change of these fluctuations. Thus both the magn
susceptibility and the quasiparticle self-energy must be
culated self-consistently. This is possible in the FLE
approximation.21–24In this approach the dressed one-electr
Green’s function are used to calculate the charge and
susceptibilities. These susceptibilities are then used to c
struct an effective Berk-Schrieffer-like25 pairing interaction
Veff describing the exchange of charge and spin fluctuatio
The generalized Eliashberg equations are derived in App
dix A. In order to demonstrate the significant role ofV eff in
our work, we also show in Fig. 13 its corresponding diag
matic representation. Note that, in general, if the Coo
pairing and the effective pairing potentialVeff are generated
by the same quasiparticles~solid lines in Fig. 13!, strong
self-energy and feedback effects onG(k,v) andx(q,V) are
expected.26

To be more precise, we write down the quasiparticle s
energy componentsSn (n50,3,1) with respect to the Pau
matricest̃n in the Nambu representation,28,29 i.e., S05v(1
2Z) ~mass renormalization!, S35j ~energy shift!, and S1
5f ~gap parameter!. They are given by

Sn~k,v!5N21(
k8

E
0

`

dVVeff~kÀk8,V!

3E
2`

1`

dv8I ~v,V,v8!An~k8,v8! ~5!

with

Veff5@Ps~k2k8,V!2~dn12dn02dn3!Pc~k2k8,V!#.
~6!
0-3
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This is a generalization of Fig. 1.Ps and Pc denote the
spectral density of the spin and charge excitations, res
tively, and are defined in Eqs.~A3! and ~A4!. The second
part of Eq.~5! is given in Eqs.~A5! and~A6!. It is interesting
to remark that the above formulas remain valid even if
elementary excitations and the magnetic activity that cont
Veff would result from different quasiparticles.

The generalized Eliashberg equations allow us to ca
late all the properties of the system self-consistently like
perconducting phase diagram, elementary excitations, the
perconducting order parameter, energy dispersion,
dynamical spin susceptibility, for example.30,9 Note that in
Eq. ~5! self-energy effects due to phonons are neglec
Their contribution will be discussed in Sec. IV and in A
pendix B.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Anisotropic renormalization

1. Nodal direction

We start the discussion analyzing the spectral density
hole-doped superconductors in the normal state. The spe
density reveals the elementary excitations and in partic
the renormalized energy dispersion. First, we present ou
sults for the spectral density along the nodal (0,0)→(p,p)
direction in the first BZ.

In Fig. 4 we show the calculated spectral densityN(k,v),
i.e., the local density of states, as a function of frequency
momentumk2kF . The peak positions correspond to th
renormalized energy dispersion. Due to coupling of holes
antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations the quasiparticle disp
sion changes its slope and shows a pronounced kink fea
at the energyvkink'75615 meV.

How can one understand the kink feature in a sim
way? At the first glance the occurrence of a kink in the no

FIG. 4. Calculated spectral densityN(k,v) in the normal state
along the nodal (0,0)→(p,p) direction ~from left to right! as a
function of frequency in the first Brillouin zone~BZ!. The peak
positions~connected by the solid line to guide the eye! refer to the
renormalized energy dispersionvk . One clearly sees the kink struc
ture at an energy approximatelyvkink575615 meV that results
from coupling of the quasiparticles to spin fluctuations.
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direction seems to be surprising, since the main interac
of the carriers with spin fluctuations occurs at the hot sp
while the kink feature is present along the diagonal of the
close to the cold spots. This argument, however, consid
only the quasiparticles exactly at the Fermi level. Away fro
the Fermi level but close to it@along (0,0)→(p,p)] the
quasiparticles couple strongly to spin fluctuations, as can
seen from Fig. 2. Most importantly, as follows from Fig.
the largest scattering will occur at values ofk2kF5Q and
v5vs f . To be more precise, let us rewrite Eq.~5! as

S~k,ivn!52T2 (
vm ,nm

(
k8,q

t̃0G~k2k8,ivn2 inm!t̃0U2

3
1

2
Tr@ t̃0G~k1q,ivm1 inm!t̃0G~q,ivm!#

~7!

and approximate the Green’s function by its noninteract
part,

G~k,ivn!'G0~k,ivm!5
ivnt̃01ekt̃32fkt̃1

~ ivn!22Ek
2

, ~8!

with Ek
25ek

21fk
2 . Thus after little algebra one obtains o

the real axis,32

S~k,v!'2
U2

4 (
k8

E
0

`

dv8
Im xRPA~k2k8,v8!

v2v82Ek8

3FcothS v8

2TD2tanhS v82v

2T D G . ~9!

The imaginary part of the spin susceptibility may be obtain
within the random-phase approximation~RPA! and is ap-
proximately given by Ornstein-Zernicke expression@see Eq.
~2!#. This self-energyS now enters Eq.~1!. It is important
that the self-energy is mainly frequency dependent, while
bare dispersion of the carriers is not. Already in the norm
state, S(k,v) has a maximum reflecting a correspondi
maximum of Imx at q'Q andv8'vs f . Note thatvs f can
be determined according to Moriya and Ueda and param
non theory fromxRPA5x0 /(12Ux0) or equivalent from
x0

21(q.Q,v.vs f)2U50.33 Obviously, vs f is strongly
doping dependent. This will be discussed later. Then,
kink position follows from the pole of the denominator o
Eq. ~9!. This leads to the ‘‘kink condition’’

vkink'EkÀQ1vs f~x!. ~10!

This gives an estimate of the position of the kink. Furth
more, since the superconducting gap is zero forv50, but
not for v5vs f , the kink feature along the nodal directio
(0,0)→(p,p) will change only slightly belowTc . This we
have demonstrated previously.15

2. (0,0)\(0,p) direction

In order to see whether the kink feature is present in ot
directions of the Brillouin zone, we show in Fig. 5 the ev
0-4
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lution of the spectral density along the (0,0)→(0,p) direc-
tion. Despite the fact that along this direction we do not cr
the Fermi level, the kink feature is still present and is fou
at an energy similar to the one for the nodal (0,0)→(p,p)
direction. This indicates that the occurrence of the kink f
ture is not connected to some specific conditions wh
might be present only along the (0,0)→(p,p) direction. In-
stead, the kink is characteristic for all directions wherek
2kF.Q andv.vs f . Also belowTc we find that the kink
feature is present in the (0,0)→(0,p) direction~not shown!.
Note that our results are in fair agreement with experime
data.12

3. Antinodal direction

In Fig. 6~a! we show our results forN(k,v) along the
(p,0)→(p,p) route, i.e., the antinodal direction, of the fir
BZ in the normal state. Note that the spectral density at
(0,p) point is broader than at the antinodal point due
stronger coupling to spin excitations peaked atq5Q
5(p,p) as discussed in Fig. 2. Clearly, no kink is prese
The absence of a kink structure can be explained with the
structure of the CuO2 plane around theM point ~see Fig. 3!.
Simply speaking, for a flat band the frequency dependenc
S in Eq. ~1! does not play a significant role and therefore
change of the velocity and no kink structure is present.

What does happen in the superconducting state? BelowTc
the superconducting gapf(k,v) opens rapidly for decreas
ing temperatureT and becomes maximal in momentu
space around theM point reflecting the momentum depe
dence of the effective pairing interaction@see Eq.~5!#. In
addition, due to the frequency dependence of the gap the
band aroundM disappears.

FIG. 5. Spectral densityN(k,v) as a function of frequency
along the (0,0)→(0,p) direction of the first BZ in the normal stat
calculated from the generalized Eliashberg equations. Again,
peak positions reveal the renormalized energy dispersionvk . A
kink occurs at similar energy as in the nodal direction. Becaus
inelastic scattering of holes on spin fluctuations close to (0,p),
N(k,v) becomes also broader. Note that, in contrast to the no
direction, one does not cross the Fermi level in the (0,0)→(0,p)
direction. Instead, one reaches the flat part of the tight-bind
band.
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In Fig. 6~b! we show results forN(k,v) at a temperature
T50.5Tc where the superconducting gap has opened. A k
structure aroundvkink'50610 meV is present reflecting
the magnitude off. Hence in the (p,0)→(p,p) direction
this kink feature is only present belowTc and connected to
the feedback effect off on the elementary excitations. W
will show later that this feedback is also important for t
resonance peak seen in INS.

Note that the superconducting gapf(k,v) is calculated
self-consistently in our theory and reflecting the underlyi
spin fluctuations which dominate the pairing potentialVeff .
Therefore the occurrence of a kink structureonly belowTc in
the antinodal direction is a direct fingerprint of the spin e
citation spectrum.35 Furthermore, as we will discuss below
Im x(Q,v) entering in Eq.~9! is peaked at the resonanc
frequencyv res ~roughly atvs f1D). Therefore the kink con-
dition is given by

vkink'Ek2Q1v res~x!. ~11!

In Fig. 7~a! the frequency dependence of ReS(ka ,v) in
the normal and superconducting state at the antinodal p

e

of

al

g

FIG. 6. Calculated spectral densityN(k,v) along the antinodal
(p,0)→(p,p) direction as a function of frequency in the first B
in the normal~a! and superconducting~b! state. Due to the flat band
close to the Fermi level the spectral density shows no kink struc
in the normal state. BelowTc the superconducting gapf(v) opens
yielding a kink structure in the spectral density that occurs at
energiesvkink'50610 meV at optimal doping.
0-5
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k5ka is shown. Due to the occurrence of the resonance
ture in Imx(Q,v) and the related feedback of the superco
ducting gapf(v), Re S shows a pronounced structure b
low Tc at energies of aboutv res1D0. Also the
corresponding imaginary part, ImS(k5ka ,v), shows a
peak belowTc @see Fig. 7~b!#. This pronounced behavior i
responsible for the kink formation along (p,0)→(p,p) di-
rection in the BZ. Therefore, while the kink features a
present along (0,0)→(p,p) and (p,0)→(p,p) directions
in the superconducting state of hole-doped cuprates, t
nature is qualitatively different. Along the nodal direction t
superconducting gap is zero~for v50) and thus the feed
back effect of superconductivity on the elementary and s
excitations is small. Thereforevs f determines mainly the
formation of the kink feature. On the other hand, along
antinodal direction the gap is maximal and yields a stro
feedback of superconductivity onx. Thus in the supercon
ducting statev res and D0 yield the kink structure along

FIG. 7. ~a! Calculated frequency dependence of ReS(ka ,v) at
the antinodal pointka of the first BZ in the normal~solid curve! and
superconducting state~dashed curve!. Due to the feedback effect o
the superconducting gapf(v), a peak~dip! occurs forv.0 (v
,0) which roughly defines the position of the kink structure.~b!
The corresponding imaginary part at the antinodal point ImS(k
5ka ,v) is shown. Again, due to the feedback effect off(v), a
maximum occurs belowTc . Note that both ReS and Im S are not
fully antisymmetric~symmetric! with respect tov at optimum dop-
ing x50.15.
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(p,0)→(p,p) direction that is not present in the norm
state. Note, further effects due to bilayer splitting in cupra
are expected.

B. Doping dependence of renormalization

The different reasons for the kink structures in hole-dop
cuprates along different directions in the first BZ will be al
reflected in their doping dependence. So far, the results
have shown were for optimal doping concentrationx50.15
that refers to a band filling ofn50.85.31 Note that the su-
perconducting transition temperatureTc behaves differently
in the overdoped~OD! and underdoped~UD! regime:

Tc}D~T→0!, OD,

Tc}ns~T→0!, UD,

where ns is the superfluid density that is calculated se
consistently from the generalized Eliashberg equations.9

In the antinodal (0,p)→(p,p) direction the kink is only
present belowTc due to the feedback off(v). In the OD
case,f(v) decreases reflecting a mean-field-like behav
Thus the energy where the kink occurs must decrease
overdoping:

vkink~x!}D0~x!. ~12!

This behavior is indeed observed by Dessau a
co-workers.14 Note that the above argument remains true a
in the strongly OD case where no resonance peak
Im x(Q,v) occurs because the feedback effect off(v)
should always be present.

Regarding the kink along the nodal (0,0)→(p,p) direc-
tion we note the following. In Fig. 8 we show the calculat
doping dependence of Imx at the antiferromagnetic wav
vector Q versus frequency in the normal state. One clea
sees the characteristic Ornstein-Zernicke behavior@see Eq.
~2!# of Imx,

FIG. 8. Calculated paramagnon spectrum, i.e., the dynam
spin susceptibility Imx(Q,v) at a temperatureT52Tc for different
doping concentrations,x50.12 ~underdoped!, x50.15 ~optimal
doping!, andx50.18, x50.22 ~overdoped!.
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RENORMALIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 134520 ~2003!
Imx~q5Q,v!}
vvs f

v21vs f
2

, ~13!

and thatvs f increases with increasing doping from unde
doped to overdoped cuprates. Sincevs f determines the kink
position along (0,0)→(p,p) direction we expect

vkink~x!}vs f~x!. ~14!

This is in qualitative agreement with experimental data11 ~for
underdoped regime and optimally doped superconducto!.
On the other hand, the spectral weight of Imx(Q,v) de-
creases drastically with overdoping. Therefore the coup
of the quasiparticles to spin fluctuations is getting mu
weaker in the OD case. These two competing effects s
responsible for the nonmonotonic and weak doping dep
dence of the kink position in the nodal direction.14

In Fig. 9 we illustrate the kink feature resulting from th
renormalization@dS8/dv;v* ;(11l), v'vF] of the bare
dispersion. We estimate 2<l<3. This renormalization is
doping dependent and stronger for underdoped hole-do
cuprates. Of course, we expect that the position of the k
as well as the change of the quasiparticle velocity (v→v* )
are important fingerprints of the coupling to spin fluctu
tions. Note thatv* →v for frequenciesv.vkink reflects
mainly the width of the peak in Imx. Important is the slope
ratio v* /v for v,vkink .

Another important behavior concerns the asymmetry
tween hole- and electron-doped cuprates. Note that no
feature has been reported in the electron-doped cuprates37 It
is believed that the electron-phonon coupling is much m
pronounced in electron-doped cuprates than in hole-do
ones. This is indicated, for example, by the Fermi liqu
behavior of the resistivityr}T2 in the normal state at opti
mum doping and by the transition betweendx22y2-wave
symmetry of the superconducting gap towards anisotrops
wave as it has been observed in several experiments.38 Sim-
ply speaking, the spin fluctuations in electron-doped cupra
are weaker than in the hole-doped ones yielding a smalleTc
and a smaller superconducting gap.39 Thus no kink is presen
in the nodal direction and also no kink occurs in the (0,p)
→(p,p) direction belowTc . This is related to the fact tha

FIG. 9. Illustration of the kink position. We also show ReS,
since this controls the kink position andv* . The dashed curve
refers to the bare dispersion. Note thatv* →v for v.vkink reflects
mainly the width of the peak in Imx.
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the flat band around (0,p) lies in electron-doped cuprate
well below the Fermi level and therefore it cannot be so
ened due tof(v).

C. Relation of kink and resonance peak

In Fig. 10 we show results for the spin susceptibili
ImxRPA(Q,v) in the optimally electron-~a! and hole-~b!
doped cuprates in the normal and superconducting state
ing into account different tight-binding energ
dispersions.19,39 While in the normal state of hole-doped cu
pratesvs f is of order of 25 meV, in the electron-doped on
its value is much larger (vs f'70 meV) and Imx is much
less pronounced. Therefore antiferromagnetic spin fluct
tions are much weaker in the electron-doped cuprates du
weaker nesting of the Fermi surface and less density of st
due to the flat band well below the Fermi level. Regardi

FIG. 10. Calculated feedback of superconductivity on the s
susceptibility Imx(q,v) for the electron-doped~a! and hole-doped
~b! cuprates at optimal doping (x50.15). The solid curves refer to
the normal state (T51.5Tc), while the dashed curves denote th
renormalized spin susceptibility in the superconducting state aT
50.7Tc . Due to largevs f50.3t and the small superconductin
gap, the feedback of superconductivity is small in electron-do
cuprates. Contrary, due to a smallvs f50.09t in the hole-doped
cuprates, the feedback of superconductivity fulfills a resonance c
dition for Imx yielding a strong renormalization of the spin excit
tion spectrum and to a formation of the resonance peak. Note
the hopping integralt is different for hole- and electron-doped cu
prates as discussed in the introduction.
0-7
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D. MANSKE, I. EREMIN, AND K. H. BENNEMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134520 ~2003!
the superconducting state, note that in the hole-doped
prates a strong renormalization of the spin-fluctuation spe
occurs due to the feedback effect of superconductivity
that D0;vs f leading to a resonance peak atv5v res @see
Fig. 10~b!#. To be more precise, a resonance condition

1

Ucr
5Re x0~q5Q,v5v res!, ~15!

which signals the occurrence of a spin-density-wave col
tive mode, must be fulfilled in order to observe a resona
peak.35 In electron-doped cuprates, the spin excitations
not obey Eq.~15! and thus only a rearrangement of spect
weight occurs belowTc , but no resonance peak. Therefo
the kink feature is intimately connected with the resona
peak. As we see from Fig. 10~a! there is only a small feed
back of superconductivity belowTc on Imx in the electron-
doped cuprates due tovs f@D0. Thus we find also no kink
feature in the superconducting state of electron-doped
prates in the antinodal direction.

FIG. 11. Scattering ratet21(v) of optimally ~a! and overdoped
~b! hole-doped cuprates versus frequency at the nodal and antin
point of the Brillouin zone~BZ! calculated at various temperature
The anisotropy results from coupling to spin fluctuations and
disappearing in the overdoped case. Thus a crossover from a
Fermi-liquid to a Fermi-liquid behavior occurs. Note also the fee
back effect of superconductivity for different parts of the BZ
optimal doping.
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D. Anisotropic scattering rates

Finally we discuss the anisotropy of the scattering r
t21(v) of hole-doped cuprates at different points on t
Fermi surface. In Fig. 11 we show our results fort21(v) at
the antinodal point and the nodal point, respectively, for o
timal doping~a! and for the overdoped case~b! for various
temperatures. In Fig. 11~a! one clearly sees that the scatterin
rate is very anisotropic on the Fermi surface reflecting
anisotropy of the coupling of elementary excitations to s
fluctuations. In particular,t21(v) in the normal state is al-
most three times larger at the antinodal point than at
nodal point. This agrees with recent ARPES experime
Furthermore, we find that ImS}v demonstrating a non
Fermi-liquid behavior in the hole-doped cuprates. BelowTc
at the antinodal pointt21(v) reveals a strong feedback o
superconductivity at energiesv res1D0. At the nodal point
the effect of superconductivity is rather weak. In the ov
doped cuprates the anisotropy between nodal and antin
points is strongly reduced and forv→0 almost disappeared
Most importantly the system then behaves more Fermi-liq
like. The latter is seen from Fig. 11~b! where one observes
crossover from the ImS}v to the Im S}v2 behavior. This
is also in agreement with experimental observation.40,41

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have analyzed the elementary excitati
in hole- and electron-doped cuprates and the fingerprint
spin fluctuations on them. The quasiparticles around the
tinodal points of the BZ experience the strongest scatte
on spin fluctuations yielding a non-Fermi-liquid behavior.
agreement with experimental data, we find that coupling
holes to spin fluctuations yields a kink feature in the ren
malized energy dispersion.

A. Possible phonon contribution to the kink feature

One of the interpretations of the kink structure in ho
doped cuprates has been the electron-phonon interaction
gested by Lanzaraet al.13 Indeed, it is clear that phonon
would also cause a kink structure in the energy dispersio
one assumes that Eliashberg functiona2F(q,v) has the
same features asx(q,v), namely peaked at the wave vect
Q and at the Debye frequencyvD , i.e., v5vD'vs f . By
analyzing Fig. 2 it is clear that both spin fluctuations a
electron-phonon coupling can cause a kink structure. Ho
ever, in general, one would expect that its position and d
ing dependence might be different in both cases. For
ample, only in the case of dominant spin-fluctuation coupl
can the kink structure be related to INS experiments, i.e.,
x(Q,v), and, furthermore, the kink position is given b
vkink'Ek2Q1vs f(x). As discussed earlier, the kink featu
along the antinodal (0,p)→(p,p) direction results from the
structure inf(v). Thus additional structure inf(v) due to
the electron-phonon interaction~EPI! may also contribute.
Therefore the question remains: How to distinguish betw
spin fluctuations and phonons as a reason for the kink
mation? To answer this question one has to understand
consistent are both scenarios with available experime

dal

s
n-

-
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RENORMALIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 134520 ~2003!
data. For example, as was shown Zeyher and Greco,36 the
value of electron-phonon coupling extracted from the k
analysis yields the value of the electron-phonon couplingl
andTc that are too low to account for high-Tc superconduc-
tivity in the cuprates. Furthermore, assuming that the k
structure arises only from the EPI, it is difficult to understa
thedx22y2 symmetry of the superconducting order parame
and related observed anisotropy of the kink structure~see
Appendix B!. Note that only the spin-fluctuation scenar
yields Tc'70 K,30,9 a dx22y2-wave order parameter, and
kink feature in qualitative agreement with experiment. Al
the doping dependence of the kink is difficult to expla
within the phonon scenario. In contrast to Eq.~10! one
would expectvkink'Ek2Q1vD(x) in the case of electron
phonon coupling.

B. Kink structure in the triplet superconductor Sr 2RuO4?

Finally we want to emphasize that the formation of t
kink feature due to spin fluctuations should not be restric
to cuprates. For example, the quasi-two-dimensional tri
superconductor Sr2RuO4 ~isostructural to La2CuO4) ~Ref.
42! reveals pronounced incommensurate antiferromagn
spin fluctuations at the wave vectorQi5(2p/3,2p/3) and
frequencyvs f'6 meV that originates from the nesting pro
erties of the quasi-one-dimensionala andb bands43–45 ~see
Fig. 12 for an illustration!. On general grounds one woul
expect a kink structure in the renormalized energy dispers
of the quasiparticles. Although the correlation effects
weaker in Sr2RuO4 (U is smaller!, andQi is an incommen-
surate wave vector, similar conditions as in cuprates
present. Note that the kink feature should occur at sma
energies than in cuprates due to a lower value ofvs f in the
ruthenates. Further experimental studies should test our
gestion.

FIG. 12. Illustration of a possible kink structure in Sr2RuO4.
The Fermi surface of Sr2RuO4 consists of three bands. The nestin
properties of theb band yield to a formation of two-dimensiona
incommensurate spin fluctuations atQi5(2p/3,2p/3) and vs f

'6 meV. Therefore the quasiparticles at theb band should be
strongly renormalized due to coupling to spin fluctuations.
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED ELIASHBERG EQUATIONS

The interdependence of elementary excitations with s
excitations leads to strong self-energy effects. The co
sponding Dyson equation yields the dressed 232 matrix
Green’s functionG in terms of the bare Green’s functionG0
and the self-energyS:

G21~k!5G0
21~k!2S~k!

5 ivnZ~k!t̃02@e~k!1j~k!#t̃32f~k!t̃1 ,

~A1!

wherek5(k,ivn). In the FLEX approximation for the Hub
bard Hamiltonian the self-energyS is determined by the
following generalized Eliashberg equations:

S~k!5(
k8

@Ps~k2k8!t̃0G~k8!t̃01Pc~k2k8!t̃3G~k8!t̃3#

5(
k8

Veff~k2k8!G~k8!. ~A2!

In order to provide a better understanding of our numeri
procedure we show the corresponding Feynman diagram
Veff in Fig. 13. Within RPA the spin and charge fluctuatio
interaction are given by

Ps5~2p!21U2 Im ~3xs2xs0!, ~A3!

with xs5xso(12Uxs0)21 and

FIG. 13. Particle-particle channel of the Bethe-Salpeter equa
for superconductivity due to an effective pairing interactionVeff

entering in Eq.~5!. The solid lines refer toG and the dashed lines
denote the effective Coulomb interactionU of Eq. ~4!. Vertex cor-
rections that would yield to a renormalized coupling strengthUeff

~as indicated in Fig. 1! are neglected. The summation of the corr
sponding bubble and ladder diagrams is performed up to infin
While in principle it is possible to treatV eff$x% and G(k,v) on
different levels, we assume that both quantities are generated b
sameitinerant quasiparticles. Note thatVeff refers to the exchange
of spin and charge fluctuations yielding adx22y2-wave instability of
the normal state.
0-9
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D. MANSKE, I. EREMIN, AND K. H. BENNEMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134520 ~2003!
Pc5~2p!21U2 Im ~3xc2xc0!, ~A4!

with xc5xc0(11Uxc0)21. Therefore the kernelI and the
spectral functions of the one-particle Green’s function in E
~5!, An , read

I ~v,V,v8!5
f ~2v8!1b~V!

v1 id2V2v8
1

f ~v8!1b~V!

v1 id2V2v8
, ~A5!

An~k,v!52p21 Im @an~k,v!/D~k,v!#, ~A6!

and

D5@vZ#22@ek
01j#22f2, ~A7!

a05vZ, a35ek
01j, a15f. ~A8!

In Eq. ~A5! f and b are the Fermi and Bose distributio
function, respectively. Finally, the bare susceptibility is c
culated from

Im xs0,c05
p

NE2`

`

dv8@ f ~v8!2 f ~v81v!#

3(
k

@N~k1q,v81v!N~k,v8!

6A1~k1q,v81v!A1~k,v8!#, ~A9!

where we assume that thesameitinerant carriers are respon
sible for the elemenatry excitations and, at the same ti
generate the spin excitations. In Eq.~A9! we useN(k,v)
5A0(k,v)1A3(k,v), and the real parts are calculated wi
the help of the Kramers-Kronig relation. The subtract
terms inPs andPc remove a double counting that occurs
second order. Note thatVeff in Eq. ~5! is dominated by the
exchange of spin fluctuations due to the fact that the sys
is in the vicinity of an antiferromagnetic phase transition, b
the above equations still remain valid in the case wherexc
becomes more important.

Our numerical calculations are performed on a square
tice with 2563256 points in the first Brillouin zone and wit
200 points on the realv axis up to 16t on a logarithmic
scale. Within our self-consistent procedure the full mom
tum and frequency dependence of quantities is kept.

APPENDIX B: PHONONS AND dx2Ày2-WAVE
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

In this appendix we analyze how the magnetic mo
which is mainly peaked atq5Q5(p,p) leads to a
dx22y2-wave order parameter that is maximal around (p,0)
and, in particular, to which extend phonons contribute to t
result. In general, the generalized Eliashberg equations
after the inclusion ofattractivephonons~branchi ) via their
spectral functiona2Fi(q,V):
13452
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( i )~k,v!5N21(

k8
E

0

`

dVVeff~k2k8,V!2a2Fi~k2k8,V!

3E
2`

1`

dv8I ~v,V,v8!An~k8,v8!. ~B1!

For a2Fi(q,V) we employ a Lorentzian in frequencyV
aroundV0'vD ~Debye frequency!, and a normalized form
factor Fi(q) peaked atq5qpair as indicated in Fig. 14. The
spin fluctuations that are dominatingVeff(q,vs f) are peaked
at q5Qpair.

It is instructive to write down the weak-coupling limit o
the t̂1 component of Eq.~B1! that reads (T50)

D~k!52(
k8

@Veff~q!2a2Fi~q!#

2Ek
D~k!, ~B2!

where againEk5AD2(k)1ek
2 is the dispersion of the quas

particles in the superconducting state. Note that the contr
tion to the pairing potential is repulsive for spin fluctuatio
and attractive for phonons, respectively. In the case where
phonons would contribute to the Cooper pairing@a2Fi(q)
50#, Veff(q) bridges parts of the Fermi surface where t
superconducting order parameter has opposite signs.
momentum dependence of the pairing interaction is ind
required for solving Eq.~B1! and is typical for unconven-
tional superconductivity. Note that for a repulsive a
momentum-independent pairing potential,Veff(q)5const, no
solution of Eq.~B1! can be obtained.

How is the kink related to the pairing mechanism? Phy
cally speaking, the interdependence of elementary exc
tions that dominateVeff(q), leads todx22y2-wave Cooper

FIG. 14. Illustration ofdx22y2-wave Cooper pairing for a fixed
frequencyV5V0'vs f'vD due to spin fluctuations peaked at m
mentumk2k85q5Qpair and due to phonons peaked atq5qpair .
The solid line denotes the Fermi surface and the dashed line re
to the nodes of thedx22y2-wave order parameter. The correspondi
sign of the order parameter is also displayed.
0-10
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RENORMALIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 134520 ~2003!
pairing as well as to the kink structure as observed
ARPES experiments. In other words, the quasipartic
around the hot spots couple strongly to spin fluctuations
leads~a! to adx22y2-wave order parameter, and~b! the same
coupling leads to the kink in the nodal direction that occ
close tothe Fermi level whereQpair5(p,p) as indicated in
Fig. 2.

It follows also from Eq.~14! that attractive phonons with
a corresponding spectral functiona2F(q) peaked atq
5qpair contributeconstructivelyto dx22y2-wave pairing as
long as the main pairing interaction is provided by spin flu
tuations. However, the kink close to the antinodal points
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cursonly below Tc and is a result off(v) that is maximal
around (0,p). Therefore the kink structure in the antinod
direction is mainly connected to spin excitations peaked
Qpair5(p,p) and not to the phonon branch peaked atqpair.

Note that in the case where no spin fluctuations would
present, i.e.,Veff(q)50, the attractive phonon contributio
will cancel the minus sign on the right-hand side of Eq.~B1!
yielding an order parameter withs-wave symmetry. Thus
we safely conclude that bothdx22y2-wave Cooper pairing
and the anisotropy of the kink feature in the elementary
citations are hardly to recoincile within the same physi
picture.
er,
k,
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